The concepts of complex locally uniform rotundity and complex locally uniformly rotund point are introduced. The sufficient and necessary conditions of them are given in complex MusielakOrlicz spaces.
In recent years many have devoted to the geometric theory of complex Banach spaces, because its applications in harmonic analysis, operator theory, Banach algebra, C * algebra, differential equation, quantum mechanics, liquid mechanics and so on are irreplaceable by the geometric theory of real Banach spaces. For a comprehensive description one may refer to ref.
[ 11 . In 1994 Thorp and Whielely introduced the concept of complex extreme point. In 1975 ~lobevnic'~' introduced the concepts of complex strict rotundity and complex uniform rotundity.
Let [ X , 11 . 11 1 be a complex Banach space. A point x E S ( X ) is called a complex extremepointof B ( x ) i f y E X , 11 x + h y I I < l ( l~< l I ) imply y = O . IfeverypointinS(X) is a complex extreme point of B ( X) , then X is said to be complex strict rotund. Furthermore, if for any E > 0 , there exists 6 > 0 such that x , y E x , 11 yII > E , 11 X + AyII s 1 ( 1 1 Is l ) j I I xII s 1 -6 , then X is said to be a complex uniformly rotund space. Clearly, we can get the equivalent descriptions of complex extreme point and complex uniform rotundity as follows :
is called a complex extreme point provided that rnax 11 x + Ay 11 > 1 for any 0 + y € X ; X is I A l = l complex uniformly rotund provided that for any E > 0 , there exists 6 > 0 such that rnax 11 x + Ay 1 A 1 = 1 11 3 1 + 6 for all x , y € X satisfying 1) x 1) = 1 and 11 y 11 > E: .
By such descriptions it is natural to introduce the concepts of complex locally uniformly rotund point and complex locally uniform rotundity. Definition 1. A point x E S ( X ) is called a complex locally uniformly rotund point of B ( X ) provided that for any E > 0 , there exists 6 = 6 ( x ,~) >O such that max 11 x + ,Iy 11 3 1 + I A I = 1 6 for any y € X satisfying 11 y 11 > E: . Definition 2. X is called a complex locally uniformly rotund space provided that every point in S ( X) is a complex locally uniformly rotund point of B ( X) .
Wu and ~u n [~-~I have discussed complex extreme point, complex strict rotundity and com-Vol. 43 plex uniform rotundity of vector-valued Musielak-Orlicz function space LM ( X ) and found the sufficient and necessary conditions of them. In this paper, we will give the sufficient and necessary conditions of complex locally uniformly rotund point and complex locally uniform rotundity in LM ( X ) . 
E T , M ( t , O ) =O; l i m M ( t , u )
= oo a n d o < M ( t , u f ) < for some u-m u' > 0 ; ( * * ) for ,u-a.e. t
E T , ~( t , u )
is convex on [ o , w ) with respect to u ; ( * * * ) foreach u € [ o ,~, ) , M ( t , u ) isa2-measurablefunctionof t on T.
Moreover for a given complex Banach spaces ( X , 11 1) ) , we denote by XT the set of all strongly 2-measurable functions from T to X , and for each x € XT , define the modular of x by
< 00 for some A >01 T endowed with norm is a complex Banach space. We call it vector-valued Musielak-Orlicz space and denote it by LM
lim 11 X I ; 11 u , where T.= / t E T: 11 x ( t ) 11 > n l .
. 
If M E A ( T ) ,

